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At Netflix’s “You Should Have Asked” Twitter Response Netflix has a lot riding on “Bird Box,” its
upcoming nature-horror flick starring Sandra Bullock that’s already collecting awards season buzz.
Though “Bird Box” is the first major release from the company’s new Imax deal, the film has the
potential to take a chunk of the box office — and at $24 million, that’s a big chunk. Netflix is
launching the film in an experimental way. Instead of promoting the movie with trailers or Super
Bowl ads, the company has locked down a 200-person team to tweet about it on a weekly basis. Each
tweet includes the film’s page from IMDb as well as the most popular movie quote from the previous
week. On Wednesday, the company sent its first tweet about “Bird Box,” promoting the movie’s
IMDb page. The tweet has since been deleted. The next day, it followed up with a tweet that read,
“I’m not sure who wrote this but: ‘Bird Box’ was awesome.” The tweet got a lot of the wrong kind of
attention. The tweet seemed to come across as defensive in the wake of users trolling it, and some
thought Netflix could’ve handled it better. “You should have asked for our advice before you
responded with this one — especially as it was a topic we’d been asked about by fans,” the team said
in a tweet in response to one user. “We’re pretty sure anyone would have given you the same
answer.” The Netflix team had to clarify that they do not direct social media, and that others run it.
The streamer “suggested” that the team come up with the message. Twitter today sent a message to
“Bird Box” filmmakers, “We don’t direct social media activity, so you’re free to spend your time and
energy on making the best movie you can!” “We’re pretty sure anyone would have given you the
same answer.”
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